Discover Me: Gaia’s Call
We are the Difference
• Ages 9-13
• Date: 15 – 19/7/2019

Introduction
The ancestral mother of all life. Ancient Greek believed there was a deity who created
everything that breathes and moves on Earth. Through history it has been called by different
names, but the most famous has been Gaia, and it is she who is in need of us now. Nowadays,
we live in a world where we can enjoy of many of technological advances, making it a great time
to enjoy life. However, many of these advances have created situations that require our
intelligence to discover, be aware, and begin to create solutions for them.
This Summer, the Twelve Titans and the Olympian Gods are searching for the brightest and
most clever youth to band together and identify problems seen around the world and create a
more sustainable future for all. At Discover Me: Gaia’s Call, campers will identify current
problems facing the globe, as well as how and why it should be addressed, using critical
thinking, teamwork, and problem-solving skills, while they engage in fun activities designed to
help them discover their natural talents and skills.
Gaia needs your help. Let’s Discover how you will do it!

Objectives
Our talented Camp Director and the dedicated camp counselors will be there to help students
to:
1. Ignite their curiosity and desire for change through project-based learning
2. Gain a better understanding of global issues and their part in the future
3. Develop empathy and compassion for all living things being negatively impacted in the
world

4. Understand the basics of a good business model
5. Discover their ability to think outside of the box
6. Delve into their imaginations and creative solutions
7. Learn about entrepreneurship through entertaining activities.
8. Overcome their fears by facing challenges.
9. Develop leadership skills through different activities.
10. Understand their valuable asset as individuals and the contribution for a bigger objective as
members of a team.

Knowledge and Skills
At Discover Me Gaia’s Call, we will help students work on the following skills and knowledge:
1. Creativity and Imagination
2. Effective Communication
3. Global Awareness
4. Understanding of Abstract Ideas
5. Time Management
6. Teamwork
7. Leadership
8. Overcoming Fears and Obstacles
9. Critical Thinking and Problem Solving
Following our tradition and commitment to education, all the activities and the whole experience
will also help the campers to enhance their leadership, teamwork, and competitiveness, as well
as enforce a strategic thinking and communication, surrounded by a friendly atmosphere where
they can express for themselves.

Learning Activities
Each camper will have the opportunity to learn about understanding world issues, developing
ideas into action, theatrics, creation of crafts, and the importance of self-discovery. These
subjects will be taught through various engaging activities which take into account all types of
learning styles and camper interests and abilities.
This program includes 4 days of different topics and activities. All teams are encouraged to
participate to ensure they do not miss any opportunity within the adventure. The following is the
schedule of a 4 days camp:

Day

Activity

Objective

Welcoming message from the
Olympians

Set the rules of the
camp

Structure and planning

Introduction games and
icebreakers

Establish a team
environment

Learn strengths and
personalities of
teammates

Introduce the camp
theme and what is at
Mission Briefing 1: Into the Gaia’s stake throughout the
Call
camp
Day 1: The
creation of a
bond

Day 2- The
World Needs
Us

Learning Outcome

Understand the basics
of a business and how
it will be used to
create a solution

Research Time 1: Facing
Environmental Issues

Through a game show
activity camper learn
about environmental
issues such as sea level
rise, pollution, and
endangered species

Challenge 1: Hermes Labours

Teams compete against
one another for the
fastest time in a series
of tasks that utilize
creativity, speed, and
Creatively, working as
agility. Similar to Minute a team, physical
to Win It games
strength, fun

Develop a better
understanding of what
is happening in our
world.

Don’t get caught in
search of the life
essentials (food, water,
Sunset games: Artemis Challenge shelter, & space)

critical thinking,
physical strength,
teamwork

Reception of second message.

Briefing for activities

Enhance imagination

Morning games: Tiger’s Tail

Wake up with energy

Physical wellness

Researching Time 2: Facing
Cultural Issues

Through a game show
activity camper learn
about the issues facing
people such as hunger,
war, bullying, etc

global awareness,
team spirit, critical
thinking

Challenge 4: Recycled Crafts

Enhance creativity and
artistic development
while learning the
importance of recycling

Work as a team to
mentally and physically
complete an obstacle
Challenge 3: Hercules Challenge course

Creativity, Global
awareness, camp take
away

Teamwork and
physical challenge

Mission Briefing 2: Pick your
Mission

Decide on the global
issue that means the
most to each team and
discuss its importance

Global awareness,
project-based learning

Sunset games: Choose your
Destiny

Campers have the
opportunity to choose
between 3 engaging
evening activities

Bond with fellow
campers, branch away
from team, creativity,
fun

Reception of third message.

Briefing for activities

Enhance imagination

Morning games: Hero’s Baseball

Energizer for the day

Teamwork and
physical strength

Learn the basics of
creating a commercial
Teamwork, business
Research Time 3: How to create a that will draw the
skill set, planning
commercial
attention of an audience ahead
Day 3-Change
Starts Now

Challenge 7: Creation of Solution Use creativity to create a Enhance creativity
name and Slogan
team flag that ha
and imagination

Challenge 5: Poseidon’s Relays

Have fun through a
series of water relay
games

Teamwork, physical
strength and
leadership

Mission Briefing 3: Creating a
Commercial that Sells

Use the knowledge of
making a commercial to
build their own about the Encourage creativity
global issue
and imagination

Sunset Games: Prometheus Gift

Debrief about the
positive impacts of camp
and unwind with new
socialization, defining
friends in a campfire
personal values

Last message.

Briefing for activities

Enhance imagination

Morning games: Camp Photos

Team and full camp
photos

create lasting
memories

Challenge 8: The Hunt for
Supplies

Find hidden treasure
while developing map
and compass skills

Overcome fears and
learn orienteering as a
hard skill

Day 4: You are Mission Briefing 4: Practice
the Difference Makes Perfect

Teams put the finishing
touches on their
commercial and Camps
Got Talent
performances
Creativity, teamwork,

Challenge 9: Gaia’s Call

Race through all the
campsite and compete
in activities where the
teams need to use the
knowledge acquired
during the camp and film
their commercial

Understand the value
of critical thinking,
teamwork, and global
issues, and creativity
to become a leader

Camps Got Talent

Compete against other
teams in a camp wide
talent competition

Gain confidence and
showcase talents

